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MAZES & BRAIN GAMES EXPERIENCE OPENS MAY 20   
AT THE DENVER MUSEUM OF NATURE & SCIENCE  

 

DENVER—The Denver Museum of Nature & Science special exhibits gallery explodes with maze 
experiences that propel you down paths of mystifying illusions and brain teasing puzzles in the “Mazes & 
Brain Games” experience, which opens May 20. Through dozens of puzzles and mazes you’ll discover 
surprises around every corner and new methods of problem solving through improvisation, trial and 

error, observation and testing, and logic and reasoning.   
 

“It’s been several years since we’ve opened an experience made specifically to engage our youngest of 
scientists, and we can’t wait to see what mastery and ideas the experience inspires,” Museum President 

& CEO George Sparks said.  
 

"Mazes & Brain Games” includes an exciting lineup of family-friendly adventures, 3-D puzzles and full-
body games to nurture your creative genius through open-ended play. Test your perceptions in a feast 
of visual trickery inside the giant Maze of Illusions. Make music as you navigate your way through the 
Junior Explorer Music Maze. Get entangled and untangled in the Web Maze, wrap your head around the 
Puzzle Maze, put your finger on the pulse of the Finger Maze and get lost in a network of color in the 

Color Maze.  
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Mazes & Brain Games is created by Minotaur Mazes, a company specializing in interactive maze 

exhibits.  
 

Media Preview  
Reporters on assignment are invited to schedule preview tours May 17-19 by contacting 

maura.oneal@dmns.org. For more information, photos and videos, visit the online press kit.   
 

Complimentary Passes for the Media and their Families  

Available opening weekend, May 20-22 by contacting maura.oneal@dmns.org  
  

###   
 

About the Denver Museum of Nature & Science  
The Denver Museum of Nature & Science is the Rocky Mountain Region’s leading resource for informal 
science education. Our mission is to be a catalyst and ignite the community’s passion for nature and 
science. The Museum envisions an empowered community that loves, understands and protects our 
natural world. A variety of engaging exhibits, discussions and activities help Museum visitors celebrate 
and understand the wonders of Colorado, Earth and the universe. The Museum is located at 2001 
Colorado Blvd., Denver, CO, 80205. To learn more about the Museum, visit dmns.org or call 
303.370.6000. Many of the Museum’s educational programs and exhibits are made possible in part by 
the citizens of the seven-county metro area through the Scientific & Cultural Facilities District (SCFD). 
The Museum is accredited by the American Alliance of Museums. Connect with the Museum on 

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.  
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